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Four Pillars of Purposeful Online Teaching

- Student Engagement
- Promoting Active Learning
- Being Responsive
- Displaying Innovation
Highlighting a Few Practices

• Onboarding Survey and Content Baseline
• Welcome Videos
  • Intro and Outro Video Segments

• Prompting, Collating, and Integrating Student Questions into Lecture and Course Material via Instructional Technology
Onboarding Survey

• Baseline Survey to Understand Risk and Needs and Establish Course Requirements

• Inventory of Content Knowledge—Emphasis on Baselining What They Know and Want To Know More About. 50+ Concepts and Historical Events (Sectioned by Unit Topic).

• Two Qualtrics Survey Items – Integrated into the “Start Here” Section of the Course.

• Discuss the Student Responses in Course Communications (Content Baseline and Course Preparedness)
Welcome Videos

• Welcome to the Course – An Introduction
• Navigating the Course
• Information About Zoom Sessions
• Learning about Dr. Makin
• How to Submit an Assignment in Under 5-Minutes

Realizing Justice in a Multicultural Society

Navigating the Course
Identify the Curiosity

- Packback (Ask 1 *Question* and Respond to 2 *Questions*)
- Perusal (Annotate and Ask *Questions* on Reading Material)
- Book Review (Insert Activity) with 2 *Questions*
Packback and Curiosity

• Crowdsourcing Curiosity and Engagement
Visualizing Student Engagement and Curiosity

Frequency of Posts

Quality of Posts

In total, your students posted...

656 Questions
1307 Responses

Of all responses posted...
26 were Counter Points
59 were Supporting Points

Posts had an average Curiosity Score of...
78.2
Perusall

• Reading, Annotating, and Questioning the Material
• Confusion Report
• *Adjust the Grading Criteria Based on Your Goals of the Activity

Overall assignment progress

- Completed with maximum score (71.9%)
- Completed but not maximum score (2.0%)
- Some work submitted (8.2%)
- No work submitted (17.9%)

1498 comments, 72 questions, 17 unanswered questions

58 minutes average reading time
Integrating It All Together

• Key Areas of Concern, Unanswered Questions, Hot Topics Become a Focus of Communications.
  • “How-to Videos” From Student Questions

• Announcements, Mini Lectures, and Lecture Topics all Incorporate Student Perspectives and Questions Shaping the Student Experience and Engagement with the Material.
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